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The paper provides an introduction to the special issue of "Control and Cybernetics", devoted
to optimization formulations and approaches in cluster analysis, by outlining an approach to
clustering based upon a simple formulation of objective function yielding globally optimal partitions, and then presenting a short overview of some of the other problem formulations arid approaches, in particular those shown in this issue.

1. Introduction
The present short introductory paper is subdivided into two distinct parts: in the
first part an approach to clustering is outlined together with its "historical" development, while in the second part some other approaches are superficially reviewed
against the background of the one presented in the first part. Thus, the author takes
advantage of his position as the guest editor of this issue to place in this perspective
the papers contained herein.

*

*

*

Let us first repeat a few banalities. That putting together or associating similar
and distinguishing or discriminating dissimilar is a basic human intellectual activity,
necessary for scientific inquiry and, far before, for language creation, seems quite
obvious, Hempel (1952), Kruskal (1977) or even Linnaeus (1737). That the process
of associating and distinguishing is successfully performed by the human race is
not only witnessed by effective use of language (notwithstanding its abuses, anyway
corrected over longer time periods), but also by the experience in practical activities, directly and indirectly based upon associating and distinguishing. In fact, this
process leads to creation, however vaguely defined they may be, of mod~s of reality,
at first very rough, but also very robust ones, and then more refined ones. The
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need for the latter ones arises when the first ones had alreapy been created and
used and their effectiveness is no longer satisfactory. Establishment, however, of
the more refined models is usually not possible witl: the same sort of simple intellectual process- for a more refined model a more refined approach is needed. There
is, though, it seems, a law of decreasing returns to these efforts, as well. Thus, not
only a refined model must be built upon a simple one, but also it may require more
input to get a comparable result.
Now, associating and distinguishing is all what cluster analysis is about.
In accordance with the previous remarks cluster analysis is the first thing to
do when confronted with a data set "to analyse". In order, however, for cluster
analysis to be the domain and tool of scientific insight, the simple phra'e "associating
and distinguishing" must be more p~ecisely worded.

2. The problem and

a solution

The problem is:
. given a set of objects numbered i, i E I={1, ... , n}, these objects being
characterized in such way that it is possible to define their distances/dissimilarities and/or proximities/similarities, to find such a partition
p

P of I,

P={Aq}~=l'

U

Aq=I, that objects belonging to the same

(1}

'1=1

Aq's be poss ibly dose/similar while those belonging to various Aq's be

possibly distant/dissimilar.
This is representation of "associating and distinguishing". It is sufficient for many
purposes, but not yet for practical ones. Thus, cluster analysis is meant to
A. formalize (1) in its totality and in its various aspects,
B. provide solution methods to thus formalized problems.
Since, as remarked before, cluster analysis is used on a first, exploratory stage of
analysis, formal statements of fl) should not foreclose the basic choices to be made
regarding the potential data structure. On the other hand, wording of (1) implies
a capacity of comparing goodness of various partitions. Thus, it can be deduced
that A. should essentially provide an objective function (goodness criterion) which
would imply a partition, or class of partitions, globally optimal in EP (I), i.e. in
the space of all partitions of I. Naturally, there may in principle be various types.
of objective functions, depending 'upon the purpose of data exploration. Before,.
however, turning towards the choice of objective function, let us look at the more
basic notions related to proper formulation of (1).
First, distances/prqximities. Obviously, their definition, except for clarification
of their basic properties, is within the responsibility of a specialist from the domain
to which the data set pertain. In fact, it is not rare that a clustering method be closely
related to distance/proximity definition, but in such a case the whole decision is
simply moved over to the subsequent level of consideration.
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This subsequent level of consideration is related to definitions of coherence or
disparity for clusters (within clusters ar.d/or among clusters). 1t is namely at this.
level that the fundamental choices are being made: is, for instance, intracluster
coherence defined by the distances du (or similarities su) of objects i, j belonging
to this cluster, i, j, E A,1 , by the distances dj or similarities sf between objects i belonging to cluster Aq and a "representation" of this cluster, and how this "representation" is defined, or, eventually, by some other cluster-proper measure involving
objects' characteristics X;, X; E Ex.
The third level, i.e. the one of aggregation of cluster-proper measures does usually entail a trivial decision, and that is why the second level is crucial for the objective function definition.
Depending on whether one wishes to "simply" group the objects, to perform
canonical analysis etc., various measures can be defined on the cluster level, see e.g.
paper by E. Diday in this issue. Notwithstanding various particular purposes of
data analysis perfo1med, the fundamental options must be, as said, kept possibly
open. This applies primarily to the question of "optimal" cluster number (see e.g.
papers by G. Libert or by Kusiak, Vannelli and Kumar in this issue). The problem
is that most of the objective functions, as pointed out by G. Libert, have optimum
values fo:·ming monotonic sequence in p. Namely, let Q (P): Er~R be a clustering
objective function and Q0 P 1 =Q (P 0 P 1) , its optimum value attained for a globally
optimum partition popt, this partition possibly understood in a broad sense, i.e.
eventually also together with cluster "representation". Further, let Qopt (p)=
=
opt
Q(P(p)) be the optimum value of Q for partitions P with card P=
P (p) E {P I card P= p)

=p. Then, there is usually either Qopt (p)~ Qopt (p+ 1), or Qopt (p)::S:: Qopt (p+ 1),.
\fp E {1, ... , n}.
It is with mainly this problem in mind that the present author has worked with
the objective function to be maximized
(2)
where QD (P) is the aggregate measure accounting for inter-cluster dissimilarities
or distances, while ~s (P) is the aggregate measure accounting for intra- cluster
similarities or proximi ties, see e.g. Owsi1l.ski (1980, 1984).
For the "simple" grouping purpose, and
p-1

QD (P)=

p

2 2
q'

=1

q"

p

Dq' q"'

~.(P)=

= q' + 1

2

Sq

(3)

q=l

and further
(4)
iEAq'

jEAq"

iEAq

jEAq

i<i

Where Su=dmax_dii, dmax=max du
i, }El
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(2) can easily be transformed into the objective function used by Marcotorchino
and Michaud in their LP formulations, Marcotorchino and Michaud {1978, 1979):
(5)
i, j

i, j

Where d and §are normalized, Yii= 1 when i and j belong to the same cluster, and
Yii=O otherwise, and (5) is maximised under constraints

(6)

and
YiiE{O,l}

or

YiiE[O,l]

(7)

making Yii form a partition. Constraint (7) in its second form allows obtaining of
fuzzy partitions, see Bezdek et al., or Libert, in this issue. In practice, however,
solutions obtained with Yii E [0, 1] excepting special cases are not fuzzy.
Formulations analogous to (5, 6, 7) can be used, with some constraints modified,
to problems other than clustering, e.g. to aggregation of preorders, and, in fact,
to quite a wide variety of problems in which pairwise comparisons are possible.
~For a class of such problems Roubens (1982) remarked that this method "overcomes
partially the (existing till then) gap, by suggesting a heuristic solution which, since,
has not been essentially improved". This remark is still valid. Moreover, heuristics
mentioned applies solely to a numerical approach to solving (5, 6, 7) for larger n.
Otherwise, accurate solutions are obtained through standard software. Thus, treatment of (1) through (5, 6, 7) provides an adequate answer to A and also to B, the
latter with exception of larger n.
On the other hand, starting with (2), the present author develops a very simple
suboptimization procedure, similar to the classical progressive merger procedures.
Thus, again, A and Bare satisfied, but, this time, for a potential difference between
the optimum and the suboptimization result. The approach can also be broadened
to encompass other problems, like aggregation of preorders, see Owsinski and
Zadrozny (1985), although not in such a straightforward manner as in the Marcotorchino - Michaud method.
There is a number of predecessors to the two formulations, as well as some
quasi-equivalent problem statements and formulae, whose main shortcoming is the
lack of clear and efficient solution algorithm. Within the sensu tricto clustering
domain the first refe;:ence, having, however, more of theoretical than practical
impact, is Regnier (1965), and then, independently, Fortier and Solomon (1966),
a11d Rubin (1967). Ducimetiere (1970) provided the first hint as to the possible,
and feasible, solution procedure, but stopped short of developing it. De Falguerolles
{1978) gave the analysis of the objective function itself going beyond Regnier and
finding a number of parallels but at this point the question B. had still not been
:Solved in an efficie~t way until the two methods mentioned here appeared. The
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algorithms proposed, if any, reduced usually to exchange procedures, requiring
an initial gue_ss of partition, a P 0 , and consistj'ng in sequential checking of partitions
differing from the previous one by the assignment of one, two, etc. objects to clusters.
Such a procedure becomes very quickly infeasible and hence the solution thus
obtained is largely determined by P 0 • At a closer inspection, however, it is easy to
see that such, more refined procedures, when applied to other, more. appropiate
objective functions, in methods like K-means of Mac Queen (see, e.g. Anderberg
(1973) or Hartigan (1975)), like "dynamic clusters" of Diday (see e.g. Diday et al.
(1979)), or like approaches analysed by Spath in e.g. Spath (1983), may turn out
quite efficient, in spite of preservation of their essentially local nature. In fact, these
procedures do in cases of some purposes of data analysis, for instance- establishment of local linear interrelations or quasimodels of data- prove to be the only
feasible approaches to date.
The other line of thinking, leading to the two formulations given, related primarily to ordinal analysis, the voting problem etc., evokes first some classical analyses related to social and political sciences, starting with Condorcet (1785) and his
voting aggregation rule, through Pareto (1927) and his postulates, down to Arrow
(1963) and his axioms. Obviously, however, the first really constructive references
in this area are provided by Kemeny and Snell, Kemeny (1959), Kemeny and Snell
(1962), as well as by Kendall (1962), who provide related formulae for the objective
function, and also by Barbut (1966). Further steps were made also by_ Berthelemy
and Montjardet (1980, 1981), when, however, solution was already available.
It is, perhaps proper to also mention here the work of de la Vega (1967a, b),
whose practical significance could also be assessed only when the formulations (2)
and (5, 6, 7) were given adequate algorithm for solution.
One more remark. Although the methods mentioned are not meant to provide
optimum hierarchies of partitions, they in fact can generate hierarchies, through
modification of (2) into
Q 0 (P, r) =rQn (P)+(l-r) Qs (P)

(8)

The method developed by this author produces the hiemrchy iR a natural manner,
together with index values of r, rE [0, 1], while the Marcotorchino- Michaud
method can easily be made to produce hierarchy by parametrizing with regard to r
as in (8), but put into (5), and by adding appropriate constraints.

3. Approaches in this volume

In the light of previous remarks and the variety of duster analysis applications
it is r o woLder that 1;eve1 al papers contained in this issue do 'discuss A, that is,
objectiye fuLCtion foJIDlllations, their ir:terpretation a:r.d use, see e.g. papers by
E. Diday, A. Kusiak et al., J. L. Chandon and F. F. Boctor or J. W. Owsinski
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and S. Zadrozny. In fact, e:xcept for a remark in the paper by Chandon and Boctor
and the background illustration in the paper by Owsi1iski and Zadrozny, the approaches outlined in section 2 are not recalled. (Note that these two papers are both
related to ordinal data, to which these approaches are by r..o means limited.) This
is caused partly by different, quite specific applications, e.g. Diday- intervariable
relations, and Kusiak et al. or Garcia and Proth, the latter- note their mutual
implications! -meant primarily for operations research purposes, and also partlyby different "philosophical" foundations, see Bezdek et al. and Libert. With respect
to the fuzzy set theoretic formulations ar..d assumptions it should be repeated that
e.g. the Marcotorchino- Michaud method does in fact allow, in general, non{0, 1} solutions, although they simply do not appear in the solutions, with exception,
perhaps, of such obvious cases as the Rm:pini's "butterfly". Thus, it is necessary to·
apply special fuzzy- partitions- oriented fo rmulations in order to obtain the
anticipated structure of rer-ults, -these formulations being often related to e.g.
K-means-like functions. An apparent possibility for extending <>uch approaches into
other "center and reallocate" p:-ocedures exist. Another potential area exists within
the "percolation" type of methods (see Tremolieres (1979)).
With regard to operations research the paper by Spiith offers a problem formulation which is encountered in this area and is, in fact, an interesting quasi-dual
to (1), i.e. the search for possibly alike, but internally diversified clusters.
Many of the clustering problems formulated as optimization tasks are being
solved via heuristic approaches, refen ing most often to exchange algorithms. There
is, however, a family of mathematiCal progran1ming methods, whose origin goes
back e.g. to Mulvey and Crowder (1979), and which are referred to in this volume,.
obviously, by Mulvey, but also by Kusiak, Vannelli and Kumar. Th; paper by
Bezdek et al. presents also an explicit optimization approach, specialized for the
class of fuzzy-partitions-bound objective functions.
In order to provide a background for the- explicity or implicitly- optimization- oriented papers, a work of Stanczak relying primarily upon graph- theoretic antecedents is presented. It is interesting to see the generalizations of a relatively simple arid intuitively easily understandable notions into the far-reaching, although a bit less tangible ones.
Papers contained in this special issue of Control and Cybernetics are ordered
in such a way that first the ones presenting more theoretical aspects and then the
ones more application oriented appear.
The editor would like to express his thanks to all the contributing authors for
their effort and for acceptance of conditions set. Separate thanks go to the reviewing
team. As to some of those papers that for technical or other reasons could not
get into this issue, it is intended that they shall be published in the forthcoming
issues of the quarterly.
It is indeed our hope that the present issue shall constitute an important step
in the development of the domain.
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Optymalizacja w analizie skupien: pewne podejscie
jako tlo dla innych
Artykul ten stanowi wprowadzenie do specjalnego numeru kwartalnika ,Control and Cybernetics", poswi«eonego sformulowaniom zadaii i podejsciom do ich rozwiltzywania odwoluj<tcym
si~ do metod optymalizacji w zasto.sowaniu do analizy skupieii. Artykul przedstawia najpierw
skr6towo pewne podejscie op~te na optymalizacji dla f_!:!nkcji celu implikuj<tcej rozwi<tzanie globalne w przestrzeni podzial6w, a nast~pnie pobieznie wprowadza w tematyk~ tego numeru ukazujqc sformulowania i dziedziny zastosowan pojawiajqce si~ w poszczeg6lnych prezentowanych
tu pracach.

0DTBMH33QHH B I<JI3CTepHOM 3H3JIH3e: HeKOTOphlii DO~XO~
K3K ~OH ~JIH ~pyrHX DO~XO~Q~

CTaThJI JIBJIJ!eTcJI BBe.n;eHHeM .D;JIJI oco6eHHoro HOMepa eJKeKsapTaJihHoro JKypHaJia Control
and Cybernetics. 3TOT HOMep llOCBJ!ffieR QJOpMJJIHpOBKe l'I MeTO.n;aM pemeHHJI 3a.n;a'l, B KOTOpbiX
ynoTpe6JIJIJOTCJI MeTO,ll;hl OllTHMH3anllli B llpl'IJIOJKeH!fl'I K KJiaCTepHOMY aHaJIH3Y.
B CTaTblf BKpaTI.(e npe.n;CaBJieH HeKOTOpb!ll llO,l!XO,ll; lfCll0Jih3YJOII.(IfH: I.(eJieByJO QJJHKI.(IflO ~
KpRTepJ.lli- l'IMIIJIHURPYJOfl.\YJO rrro6aJihHO-OllTRMaJihHOe pemeHHe B npOCTpaHCTBe pa3.n;erreHHil:COBOKJllHOCTR KJiaCTepOB, a 3aTeM o6cyJK.D;eHbi B 06Il.(HX 'lepTaX JTH QJOpMJJIHpOBKH 3a.n;aq II IipHMeHeHHJI, KOTOpb!e HaXO,ll;JITCJI B .n;pyrHX CTaTbJIX HOMepa.
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